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Avalanche Mitigation Program

Southwest Colorado

Avalanche Mitigation Program

CDOT’s avalanche mitigation is a very significant program for public safety and important for drivers

traveling any of our high mountain passes. When we receive large amounts of snow, especially in short

lengths of time, the potential for avalanches grows. When snow builds up at known snow slide paths near

the road, crews (with assistance from avalanche forecasters) may determine that avalanche control

operations are necessary.

The general procedure includes:

● crews close the highway to the traveling public

● specially trained crews trigger the snow slide with the use of explosives

● crews use heavy equipment to clear any snow that may have fallen on the road surface

● crews re-open the highway for safe travel

The avalanche mitigation program allows for safer travel, rather than allowing large amounts of snow to

build up and the risk of natural snow slides occurring at unknown times and the potential danger of snow

burying any passing vehicles.

Our avalanche mitigation crews in southwest Colorado use several methods of "triggering" avalanches and

snow slides including:

➢ Remotely controlled systems, permanently installed on mountains or ridgelines

o Remotely controlled avalanche mitigation systems, improve safety of CDOT workers and the

traveling public. Instead of handling live ordinances or ammunition, the systems are

permanent installations on the mountains that use compressed air and gasses to create a

concussive blast to trigger a snow slide under controlled conditions. The systems are

triggered remotely by operators from a secured distance creating safer operations.

o The systems also allow for increased frequency and nighttime or early morning operations,

preventing large accumulations of snow which decreases the risk of unexpected, natural

avalanches and long delays due to cleanup and extended closures.

▪ Wysenn System, CO 145 Lizard Head Pass -- Five remotely controlled avalanche

mitigation towers above 2 known snow slide paths just north of Rico

▪ Gazflex System, US 50 Monarch Pass -- Three remotely controlled avalanche

mitigation units above a known snow slide path near the Monarch Ski Area.

▪ Obellx System, US 160 Wolf Creek Pass -- Two remotely controlled avalanche

mitigation units above a known snow slide path just east of the scenic lookout area.

o Similar remote controlled systems are also used on U.S. 40 Berthoud Pass and U.S. 6 Loveland

Pass in Colorado.

➢ Case charges placed near the slide area (typically on the shoulder of road)

➢ Case charges dropped by helicopter on top of the slide area

➢ Avalauncher a “cannon” which uses compressed gas to fire a trajectory at the slide path

➢ Howitzer guns which shoot ammunition directly at the snow slide area.



# of Snow Slides/Avalanche Paths

with Potential to Hit the Hwy

Hwy / Pass

Section 3/Southwest Colorado

47 CO 145 / Lizard Head Pass

62 US 550 / Red Mountain Pass

26 US 550 / Coal Bank/Molas Passes

Section 7/SOuth-Central Colorado

10 CO 17 / Cumbres/La Manga Passes

14 US 160 / Wolf Creek Pass

5 US 50 / Monarch Pass

Colorado Avalanche Information Center (CAIC)

CDOT works closely with our state partnering agency the Colorado Avalanche Information Center (CAIC).

CAIC is staffed with forecasters across the state. These forecasters “read” the snow conditions and assist

with determining if avalanche control operations are required to keep mountain passes safe for the

traveling public.

In 1992 CDOT lost Eddie Imel, a plow operator who was killed in a slide while working US 550 Red Mountain

Pass. The partnership between CDOT and CAIC was born out of that tragedy. There has not been a highway

avalanche death in Colorado since the two agencies started working together. The collaboration between

the two agencies allows for safer driving conditions on high mountain passes across the state.

If You See an Avalanche

● STAY IN YOUR VEHICLE, additional avalanches may be likely.

● Do not attempt to drive through the snow slide. The snow packs hard, and debris such as rocks,

limbs and trees may be in the snow slide.

● If possible, report the avalanche or snow slide from your location.

● Try to position your vehicle near the shoulder of the highway so that snow removal equipment can

get by.

If You & Your Vehicle are Caught in an Avalanche

● STAY IN YOUR VEHICLE, maintenance and emergency responders will come to your aid. Remember,

additional avalanches may be likely so it can be hazardous to be outside your vehicle.

● Turn off your engine, carbon monoxide can kill you.

● If possible, report the avalanche or snow slide from inside your vehicle.

● Have emergency supplies in your vehicle. If you travel through the high country, it is wise to keep

water, snacks, extra clothes and blankets inside your vehicle to use in emergency situations.

Watch Where You Park

Backcountry users should never park in areas of a known slide path or in “NO PARKING or STANDING” zones.

Backcountry users are advised that when leaving vehicles on the shoulder of the road, they are at risk of

breaking the law, being fined and their vehicle being towed away. Owners who leave vehicles unattended

parked on the side of the road are at risk of obstructing the operations of heavy equipment and breaking

the law.

2016 Colorado Revised Statutes

Title 42. Vehicles and Traffic, Article 4. Regulation of Vehicles and Traffic, Part 18. Vehicles Abandoned on

Public Property, § 42-4-1803. Abandonment of motor vehicles - public property:

(2) Whenever any… (law enforcement) …. or agency employee finds a motor vehicle... attended or unattended, standing

upon any portion of a highway right-of-way in such a manner as to constitute an obstruction to traffic or proper highway



maintenance, such officer or agency employee is authorized to cause the motor vehicle, vehicle, cargo, or debris to be

moved to eliminate any such obstruction...

For more information or to read the Colorado law in its entirety, visit:

https://law.justia.com/codes/colorado/2016/title-42/regulation-of-vehicles-and-traffic/article-4/part-18/section-42-4-1803/

Stay Informed - Road Conditions & Closure Information

● COtrip website www.cotrip.org

● COtrip free mobile app: COtrip Planner

● Call phone hotlines for road and weather conditions: 511 or 303-639-1111

● Sign up for project or travel alerts: bit.ly/COalerts

● Connect with us on Twitter @coloradodot and Facebook facebook.com/coloradodot
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